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In our January 2011 issue we took a
look at the StudioLive 24.4.2 digital con-
sole from PreSonus. This big, feature-rich
console was an impressive foray into the
world of integrated hardware/software
solutions for live FOH mixing, show cap-
ture, and recording-studio applications.
Not only was it loaded with complex and
flexible routing options and way more
good-sounding DSP effects than you’d
expect for a console at this price point, it
came with a suite of three programs that
integrated with it seamlessly and provided
the user with remote control, multichannel
capture of live sessions, and even a qual-
ity DAW. A full-on solution indeed.
During my review, I found myself won-

dering if there was a market for a much
smaller and simpler version of the
StudioLive console, one with a price that
was friendlier to small startup rooms and
touring rigs, but still offered most or all of
the integration and power of the
StudioLive platform. Apparently PreSonus
was wondering about that, too, because
hard on the heels of the first two

StudioLive consoles, we now have the
StudioLive 16.0.2, which takes the major-
ity of what made the 24.4.2 cool and
puts it in a cute little package.

The board
The “16.0.2” in the name refers to how

many inputs, subgroups, and mix chan-
nels you have to work with; a fair bit of
real estate has been saved in comparison
to the larger StudioLive consoles by
removing the Subgroups (and a few other
things—see below) and rearranging
what’s left. The 16.0.2 provides all of its
functions in a rackmountably compact
form that still retains ease of use; I was
actually a bit startled, lifting it out of its
box for the first time, by how much lighter
and more manageable it was than the
24.4.2, which is a pretty heavy beast.
The StudioLive 16.0.2 provides 16

channel inputs, eight mono and four
mono/stereo. Each mono channel has an
XLR mic input with one of PreSonus’s
XMAX preamps behind it as well as a
1/4" TRS balanced line input; stereo chan-

nels have one XLR and two TRS jacks
each (they function as mono channels
when the XLR is in use). Two of the stereo
channels also offer RCA unbalanced
input pairs. The 60 mm faders are decent-
ly smooth, but a noticeable change from
the 100 mm faders on the larger boards.
The 16.0.2 doesn’t have the 24.4.2’s

RCA unbalanced Tape I/O, Aux inputs,
Subgroup outputs, S/PDIF digital output on
RCA, or DB-25 connectors for multichannel
patching. It does have the rest of its larger
sibling’s connections: an extra mic input
with XMAX preamp for Talkback, parallel
XLR and TRS balanced Main Outputs with
rear-panel trimpot, Mono Output on XLR
with trimpot, TRS Monitor Outputs, and
four TRS Aux Outputs (to the 24.4.2’s ten),
as well as MIDI and FireWire I/O and an
IEC power socket.

Layout and functions
The 16.0.2 has a front-panel layout

that can be looked at vertically or hori-
zontally, serving entirely different purpos-
es for each mode. You can have the same
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The game-changing digital console family gets a new little sibling
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Response control that simultaneously controls
both attack and release times for “tight” or
“smooth” compression, grabbing and releas-
ing quickly or letting initial attacks through
while extending release time. Response can
be bypassed via an Auto button that sets the
Attack to 10 ms and the Release to 150 ms.
The eq is a 3-band semi-parametric rather
than a fully parametric 4-band, which is a bit
of a loss if you’re used to doing a lot of cor-
rective eq at the board. The Mid band has
two selectable Q values, and the High and
Low can be peaking or shelving; all bands
have 15 dB of boost or cut.

How much of a practical impact do
these simplified effects have? That depends
on how much you expect to be able to at
the board. While someone who’s used to
a full-on digital mixer with gobs of DSP
might find it a bummer that the dynamics
control and eq no longer have a “full” set
of controls, the fact remains that what you
do get is designed to sound great and be

easy to set... and having all of your chan-
nel effects settings recallable at the touch of
a button, and having all of this power
available on every channel and bus at
once, is still a very big deal.
The Master section of the board has

controls for Solo with Pre Fade Listen or
After Fade Listen (with Solo In Place),
monitor source (Mains, Solo, or
FireWire), FX, Talkback, Headphone and
Monitor levels. And this is where you’ll
find the large graphic LCD that lets you
store and recall Scenes and Fat Channel
presets as well as access other utilities.
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function displayed/controlled simultane-
ously for all channels, or have a dozen
functions displayed and controlled for a
single channel.
Each of the channels has an LED ladder

meter and an encoder. When viewed as
an array of displays for all 12 channels,
the meters can show input level, output
level, gain reduction, or offer a graphic
indication of physical fader location vs.
stored level data in a Scene (so you can
visually reset the faders, which aren’t
motorized, to match the Scene you’ve just
recalled). In this mode, the 12 encoders
become Send level controls for all chan-
nels, for any one of the Aux or FX (inter-
nal delay/reverb send) buses.
When viewed horizontally, these same

meters and encoders become a set of 12
controls, with graphical feedback, for a
single channel’s Fat Channel DSP engine.
When a single channel has been selected
in this fashion, the user can also choose
phantom power, flip the polarity, and con-
trol panning with a dedicated horizontal
LED meter. This is also where you deter-
mine if a channel’s input audio is sent to
FireWire before or after Fat Channel pro-
cessing, and bring back audio via
FireWire to the board for monitoring.

You may recall that the Fat Channel is a
mono or stereo set of DSP effects including a
highpass filter, a gate, a compressor, an
equalizer, and a limiter (in that order). There’s
one for each of the inputs, one for each of the
Aux buses, one for each of the FX buses
(which, as on the larger boards, have dedi-
cated DSP for high-quality reverb and delay
effects), and one for the Mains, with 26 chan-
nels of processing in all. All Fat Channels are
simultaneously active, and their settings can
be saved, named, and instantly recalled,
essentially patching all the necessary signal
processing for an entire mix in one operation.
The 16.0.2’s Fat Channel feature set isn’t

quite the same as what you get on the larger
models. The Gate doesn’t have an Expander
mode or user-controllable attack or release,
and there’s no Solo-bus Key Listen feature.
The Compressor doesn’t have a Soft Knee
option, and has a simplified but intuitive

PreSonus StudioLive 16.0.2

In my studio tests, sound quality was
impeccable from input to output...
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In use
The simplified Fat Channel functions

and missing buses aside, the 16.0.2
sounds and functions very much like its
larger siblings. In my studio tests, sound
quality was impeccable from input to out-
put. Even with some features missing, the
Fat Channel effects sound fantastic (and if
you’re doing live sound for a band, the
fact that you can preset all your eq and
dynamics is huge!), and there is enough
I/O for a small tracking room or live FOH
setup for a decent-sized band. Some
users will balk at only having 12 mic pre-
amps available, but that should be
enough to get many average-sized bands
in rock or country, etc., off and running.
(If you want virtually all of the power of
the 24.4.2 but don’t need more than 16
inputs, remember the third StudioLive con-
sole, the 16.4.2, which was first on the
market and is still a strong seller.)
FireWire integration was seamless and

instantly usable on my test systems, and
having a laptop sitting next to the
StudioLive for DAW, audio capture, and
remote control purposes was a breeze. I
didn’t do a lot of MIDI testing, but it’s
worth noting that the 16.0.2 can have
Scene changes, FX A and B control, and
Main output level control done remotely
via MIDI, and that unlike its older siblings,
the 16.0.2 can act as both an audio and
MIDI interface to your computer.
If you’re computer-centric in your

approach to all of your recording needs,
this level of integration with software just
makes so much sense that it’s hard to
think about cobbling together a piece-
meal solution after you’ve been working
with the PreSonus package for a while.
And speaking of software...

The software
While there have been incremental

updates along the way, the programs that
ship with the 16.0.2 haven’t changed
fundamentally from the versions I
reviewed in January 2011. The console
ships with Studio One Artist, the very
capable “entry-level” version of the
PreSonus Studio One Pro DAW (reviewed
August 2010); Capture, a dedicated mul-
titrack recorder taking audio directly from
the StudioLive’s inputs; and Virtual
StudioLive, a remote control program that
comes inside the free Universal Control
driver/control panel application and
“opens up” the console’s front panel to
allow easy graphic editing and stor-
age/recall of mix scenes, Fat Channel
presets, and so forth.
The one new software offering worth a

mention is not yet shipping for the 16.0.2
as of press time, but should be available for
all StudioLive mixers by the time you read
this. It’s an iPad-based control application
called SL Remote, available for free from
the App Store at Apple.

SL Remote “hooks up” via Wi-Fi to the
computer running Universal Control/Virtual
StudioLive, and controls the console from
there; you can use an existing router or con-
nect directly to the computer running
Universal Control via an ad hoc network (this
is all explained in the manual). Once the
iPad sees the StudioLive through the comput-
er attached to the console via FireWire, it
provides full access to the mixer’s functions
from many feet away, allowing the engineer
to mess with levels, speaker delay settings,
eq, and so forth, while out in the tracking
room or live venue. I wasn’t able to test it
with the 16.0.2, but I had a brief chance to
play with SL Remote and a StudioLive
24.4.2 and was very impressed with its ele-
gant look and intuitive multitouch response.

Conclusions
If you liked what the larger StudioLive

consoles had to offer but were hoping for
something smaller, more portable, more
affordable, and only a little bit simpler in
terms of features... and compromising noth-
ing in terms of sound quality... you need to
take a closer look at the StudioLive 16.0.2.
For the recording musician dreaming of a
seamlessly integrated hardware/software
platform for tracking, playback, and mix-
down, it could well be a perfect fit.

Price: $1599.95 ($1299.95 street)

More from: PreSonus,
www.presonus.com.
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